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Scanning force microscopy investigations on the triglycine sulfate ~010! surface were carried out
employing the method of matched faces. The difference in the etch rate of surfaces of ferroelectric
domains with opposite polarity as observed with optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy could be confirmed. The shape of the etch products on domains with equal polarity on
the matching surfaces was found to vary widely. The height and direction of steps at the domain
boundaries were measured and discussed with respect to earlier work done by means of transmission
electron microscopy. A model which explains the differences in the step heights at the domain
boundaries is given under consideration of the shift in the atom positions during ferroelectric
polarization reversal. © 1996 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION
1

Since the discovery of its ferroelectric nature in 1956
triglycine sulfate ~TGS! is one of the best studied ferroelectric materials. Below the Curie point TGS exhibits antiparallel 180° domains, which are generally rodlike parallel to the
b axis.2,3 The domain structure was observed by transmission
electron microscopy ~TEM! using decoration technique,4,5
scanning electron microscopy ~SEM!,6,7 scanning force microscopy ~SFM!,8 and differential interference microscopy.9
For optical microscopy studies the liquid crystal method10,11
and the etching method12–15 were employed as well. The
method of matched faces has already been used for the study
of the domain structure of ferroelectric crystals.5,9
When TGS is kept under ambient conditions a thin water
film is formed at the crystal faces.16 Due to its reactivity with
polar liquids ~as, e.g., water! the surface of TGS is etched. It
has been found that the surfaces of domains with opposite
sign of polarization show different etch rates.17 The resulting
variance of the surface roughness causes domain contrast in
optical microscopy studies and has also been used for the
denomination of the domain polarity in SFM and friction
force microscopy ~FFM! studies.8,18
Here, we report on SFM investigations on matched cleavage faces on TGS. It will be shown that the fine structure of
the etch pattern can vary widely for domains of equal polarity. Additionally, the change of the relative position of the
cleavage plane in the TGS unit cell at domain boundaries is
compared with results obtained by TEM.19 Small deviations
in the predicted step height are explained under consideration of the shifted atom positions for domains of opposite
polarity.
II. EXPERIMENT
The TGS single crystals were grown from aqueous solution at a constant temperature above the Curie point
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~T c 549 °C!. The lattice constants of the monoclinic unit cell
are a50.15 Å, b512.69 Å, c55.73 Å, and b5105° 408.20
The crystal structure is given in Fig. 1. The atom positions
were taken from Hoshino et al.21 and transformed to the
crystal axes used in Ref. 20. The transformation matrix is
given in Ref. 22. The structure consists of four different layers ~depicted by A, A8, B, and B8 in Fig. 1! which have either
a different chemical consistence or a different orientation.
Both layers A and A8 contain SO4-glycine 1 ~G1! molecules,
whereas B and B8 are built up from glycine 2 ~G2!-glycine 3
~G3! molecules ~the abbreviations and names for the glycine
molecules are used as in Ref. 21!. Neighboring layers have
an average distance of b/4, closest layers of identical chemical composition are separated by b/2.
The principle of the method of matched faces is sketched
in Fig. 2. TGS can easily be cleaved parallel to the ~010!
plane. For each measurement, a ~010! oriented TGS plate
with a thickness of about 2 mm was cleaved in its middle.
Afterwards, the two freshly generated surfaces ~denoted by
‘‘I’’ and ‘‘II’’ in the following! were inspected by optical
microscopy in order to find a characteristic surface spot for
the subsequent force microscopy measurements.
The SFM investigations were carried out immediately after the sample preparation. A commercially available scanning force microscope23 was used. The instrument was operated in contact mode under ambient conditions with loadings
of about 30 nN. The V-shaped silicon nitride cantilevers with
integrated pyramidal tips23 had force constants of about 0.06
N/m.
The values for the step heights given in this article are
mean values determined from height histograms and averaged from measurements at different surface spots. The error
in the z values is 60.05 nm.
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FIG. 3. ~a! 10310 mm2 topographical image of the ~010! surface of sample
I. The position of a domain boundary is marked by arrows. ~b! 10310 mm2
topographical image of the surface spot on sample II which matches ~a!. The
domain boundary is marked by arrows.

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of a TGS unit cell. TGS can be considered to
consist of layers stacked along the b axis. The hydrogen atoms are neglected.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 3~a! shows a 10310 mm2 SFM micrograph of the
freshly cleaved surface I. A typical zig–zag cleavage step
structure is dominant. The double steps have heights of one
unit cell in the b direction.
The image is divided into two areas which are separated
by a step with height 0.26 nm @see arrows in Fig. 3~a!#.
Whereas on the right-hand side the terraces are perfectly
smooth with only a few small holes, the left-hand side comprises many round islands. Both islands and holes are separated by steps of height b/2 ~0.65 nm! from the surrounding
terrace.
From previous investigations it is known that the domains
with an opposite sign of polarization show a different etching
behavior.24 Positive domains are etched stronger than negative ones. Considering the differences in the etching behav-

FIG. 2. Principle of the method of matched faces. ~a! Sample before cleavage. The two ~010! faces show a reversed domain structure. ~b! The two
freshly generated surfaces I and II show an opposite domain structure.
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ior, the left-hand side in Fig. 3~a! is the surface of a positive
domain, whereas the right-hand side is the surface of a negative domain, respectively.
Figure 3~b! shows the corresponding area on sample II.
The cleavage structure matches perfectly with that of sample
I. Two domains can be distinguished from their different
etching behavior. The area on the left-hand side from the
domain boundary is much stronger etched and reveals a lot
of irregularly shaped holes, while the right-hand side is comparatively smooth with few small islands. Therefore, it is
concluded that the left-hand side in Fig. 3~b! is the surface of
a positive domain, whereas the right-hand side is the surface
of a negative domain. This is in agreement with the fact that
the region which is the surface of a positive domain at surface I @Fig. 3~a!# should be the surface of a negative domain
at surface II @Fig. 3~b!# and vice versa ~see Fig. 2!.
The domain boundary on surface II appears as a step with
0.37 nm height. However, this step is not matching with the
step at the domain boundary at surface I, i.e., the step has not
the correct direction in order to fit with the corresponding
step. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which gives a sketch of the
observed etch behavior and the direction of the steps at the
domain boundaries of the corresponding surface areas.
The steps occurring at the domain boundaries on the surfaces I and II are in agreement with an earlier work done by
means of TEM.19 The experiment utilizing a combination of
low-angle shadowing technique and decoration technique revealed steps of about b/4 height between neighboring domains of opposite sign. Considering the crystal structure of
TGS, the author of this work argued that there is a change in
the chemical composition of the topmost surface layer for
domains with opposite sign. It was concluded that the surface of a negative domain always contains G2–G3 molecules
~layer B or B8 in Fig. 1, respectively!, while the surface of a
positive domain consists of G1 and SO4 molecules ~layer A
or A8!.
Additionally, it was found in the TEM measurements19
that the surface of the positive domains is merely raised by
the step of b/4 above the surface of the negative domains. In
our measurements this is only valid for Fig. 3~b! ~surface II!.
Surface I exhibits the opposite behavior: the negative domain
is raised above the positive domain thus causing a mismatch
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FIG. 5. ~a! 131 mm2 topographical image of the surface of a positive domain. ~b! SFM image of the same surface spot after the tip was scanned over
an area of 1003100 nm2 for about 10 min. A new island was grown under
the tip. The shape of the lower step close to the new island has changed.
This points to a tip-induced etching and recrystallization of TGS.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the surface structure of the opposite cleavage
faces. The step heights are given with respect to the surface of the negative
domains. Note the b/4 steps at the domain boundaries, which do not match.
The etch fine structure is different between domains of opposite polarity as
well as between domains with equal polarity on opposite cleavage faces.

of the corresponding surfaces at the domain boundary ~see
Fig. 4!.
The different etching behavior of positive and negative
domains is discussed in Ref. 17. Etching experiments of TGS
in different solutions revealed the positive glycinium ions to
play the major role in surface etching. Since the diffusion
rate of the positive glycinium ions near the positive end of a
domain is larger than near the negative end, the positive
domains are etched faster than the negative ones. It is remarkable that the strong etching of the positive domain
shows up at one surface as formation of round islands ~surface I!, whereas at the other surface ~surface II! the etching
results in irregularly shaped holes.
A detailed survey over etching of crystals is given in Ref.
25. The formation of etch holes on crystal surfaces as observed on the positive domain of sample II is a well-known
phenomenon ~see Ref. 25, and references therein!. For the
occurrence of the round islands on the positive domain of
sample I several explanations can be considered, such as the
formation of so-called ‘‘spurious’’ etch pits formed as residuals of etch hole formation,26 ‘‘true’’ etch pit generation ~see,
e.g. Refs. 26 –31!, dislocation etching as already observed in
ferroelectric materials,32–34 and recrystallization as argued in
Ref. 8.
However, there is strong evidence that a recrystallization
process is the proper model which explains the existence of
the round islands. Figure 5~a! shows the surface of a positive
domain exhibiting cleavage steps and etch holes. After scanning the tip for about 10 min over an area of 1003100 nm2,
an island was formed right under the scanned tip. The terrace
underneath is etched back at the surface step close to the
scanned area. These observations, which are reproducible,
point to a tip-induced etching and recrystallization at the
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 14, No. 2, Mar/Apr 1996

surface. The presence of the AFM tip is changing the chemical potential at the tip-sample contact area thus promoting
the recrystallization of material from the saturated solution at
the surface.
This observation leads to a possible explanation for the
mismatch of samples I and II at the domain boundaries as
described above ~see Fig. 4!: On surface I a complete monolayer with a thickness of b/2 on the positive domain is dissolved. Subsequently, recrystallization from the saturated solution takes place on the positive domain. Islands are formed
preferentially on microscopic defects on the positive domain
leading to a topography as observed in Fig. 3~a!. According
to this suggestion, samples I and II would show perfect fit
also at the domain boundaries in the moment of cleavage.
The different step heights measured at the domain boundaries on samples I ~0.26 nm! and II ~0.37 nm! can be understood based on the difference of the atom positions in the
domains with opposite polarity.21,22,35 During polarisation reversal the G2, G3, and SO4 molecules are only slightly
shifted in their positions, whereas the NH3 group of G1
moves 0.09 nm along the b axis. The position of the NH3
group is either 0.045 nm above or below the plane b/4 ~or
3b/4, respectively! for the two different polarization directions. The positive side of the polarization vector is directed
from the plane b/4 ~or 3b/4! to the actual position of layer A
~or A8!.22 The cleavage plane is the positive side of these
layers19 ~see Fig. 6!.
Figure 6~a! shows the sample right after the cleavage. On
both fresh surfaces the steps at the domain boundaries have
heights of b/41D. After the removal of a complete monolayer with thickness b/2 at the positive domains of sample I
the step height at the domain boundaries of this sample
change to b/42D. From the SFM measurements the value of
D is estimated to be 0.05 nm, which is in good agreement
with the x-ray diffraction data.35
The influence of electrostatic interactions between the
Si3N4 SFM tip and the electric field of the sample on the step
heights measured in our experiment could be excluded. The
applications of voltages with different polarity between tip
and sample did not change the measured step heights.
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FIG. 6. Explanation of the different step heights measured at the domain
boundaries of samples I and II. The arrangement of the sample is analogous
to Fig. 4. The mean position of the layers B and B8 remains almost unchanged for domains of opposite polarity, whereas the layers A and A8 are
shifted by a distance of D along the b axis. The sign of the shift determines
the direction of the polarization vector Ps . ~a! The sample in the moment of
cleavage. The cleavage plane is the positive side of the layers A or A8. On
both cleavage faces the step at the domain boundary has a height of b/41D.
~b! On surface I a monolayer with thickness b/2 is etched away. The remaining step at the domain boundary has a height of b/42D.

IV. SUMMARY
It has been shown that the etch fine structure of ferroelectric domains on opposite cleavage faces of TGS varies
strongly even for domains of equal polarity. The mismatch of
the cleavage faces at the domain boundaries was presumed to
result from the dissolution of a complete monolayer on the
positive domains on one cleavage face. The relative shifts in
the atom positions during polarization reversal could be measured at the domain boundaries. The results are consistent
with earlier measurements done by x-ray diffraction, TEM,
and optical microscopy.
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